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No friend of Ulster!

The headline on today’s “BBC Northern Ireland” news site says it all!! Michelle O’Neill: Joe Biden ‘will be 
a good friend to us’.

Biden will be no friend of Ulster. Of that we can be sure. O’Neill’s assertion is proof enough of that fact!

•	 This supporter of all things ‘Irish Republican’, who once responded to a BBC reporter’s request for a quick 
word by retorting that he was Irish to the BBC’s New York correspondent Nick Bryant. Bryant requested 
‘a quick word for the BBC’. 

“The BBC?” Biden retorted: “I’m Irish.” 

The fact that such a response immediately sprang to his lips is an indication of what lies at the very sur-
face of this man’s feelings toward all things British. Smiles cannot disguise his animosity!

•	 Upon moving into the White House, he immediately removed the bust of Winston Churchill and replaced 
it with new busts instead: Latino civil rights leader Cesar Chavez, Rev. Martin Luther King Jr., Robert F. 
Kennedy and Rosa Parks.

One	newspaper	headlined	an	article	on	Cesar	Chavez	thus:	“Joe	Biden’s	socialist	hero:	Latino	union	fire-
brand	fought	AGAINST		illegal	immigrants	but	brutally	purged	anyone	who	defied	him	(while	hushing	his	
MANY	infidelities	to	keep	up	his	Catholic	family	man	image).”	

Martin Luther King had a similar moral reputation.

A headline back in August 17th 2020, regarding Joe Biden may explain this eulogising of Chavez and 
King! 

‘Joe	Biden	stole	Jill	from	me’:	Her	first	husband	tells	how	she	CHEATED	with	Democrat	candidate	he	once	
considered	a	friend	and	that	they	have	LIED	about	how	they	started	dating	for	years

•	 Another	of	Biden’s	first	acts	has	sparked	outrage!	He	signed	a	divisive	executive	order	pushing	schools	
to include transgender athletes in girls’ sports.

The	Executive	Order	on	Preventing	and	Combating	Discrimination	on	the	Basis	of	Gender	Identity	or	Sexual	
Orientation	was	signed	hours	after	his	taking	office.	Many	claim	that	the	order	will	now	make	it	compulsory	
for schools to allow transgender female students to compete in girls’ sports. The order was slammed by 
some	critics	who	say	it	will	disadvantage	cisgirls	(those	who	identify	their	gender	with	their	birth	sex);	they	
accused Biden of ‘erasing women’ and imposing ‘a new glass ceiling’

But many LGBT rights activists hailed the executive order, arguing that Biden is making good on his promise 
to	create	a	more	unified	and	inclusive	country.

Speaking to Nick Robinson’s ‘Political Thinking’, Michelle O’Neill said Joe Biden often emphasised his links to 
Ireland and shared Sinn Féin’s view of Brexit. She went on to say: “Mr Biden had described himself as Irish”, 
adding “you can see all of his public contributions involve some element of presenting his Irishness and I 
think he’ll be a good friend to us in the time ahead”.

Biden is the typical USA citizen of Irish extraction - more Irish and more anti-British than anyone born in Ire-
land!	Such	entertain	views	of	Ireland	and	the	IRA	that	is	pure	‘Disneyland	Fairytale’,	‘Leprechaun	Land’	stuff!	

There is an ignoring of the truth of the malevolent character of the IRA ‘heroes’ they so much laud and the 
terrorism they engaged in.
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We recently set forth the truth concerning the ‘arch hero’ Martin McGuinness in this article. 

It would do Biden and others of his ilk good to have a read! 
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